Style Essay

Fist-sucking,
Face-licking,
bodice-ripping...
welcome to
the sapphic
cinema
revolution
Hollywood has a long
way to go when it comes
to representing the gay
female experience – but
a new raft of films is
trying to change things,
says Lotte Jeffs

W

hat connects us to great art is seeing some facet of ourselves reflected back and
finding even a fragment of narrative that we can relate to. As a gay woman, I’ve
spent my adult life seeking out films that portray lesbian experiences; I’ve been to
obscure film festivals, had to reach for the top shelf in Blockbuster Video back
in the day, and got my Netflix algorithm all of a fluster over the fact that I watch the
first five minutes of every low-budget, poorly acted “lesbian movie” on the platform
and then give up. There have been some iconic movies featuring female lovers —
Bound, High Art, But I’m a Cheerleader, Blue Is the Warmest Colour, Carol — to
name a few, but for each great lesbian film I’ve seen, 10 disappointing ones slope in its wake.
This is why I feel more excited than if I’d scored an invite to Ellen and Portia’s for dinner
about the plethora of big-screen, big-budget, big-name-cast lesbian films about to do for queer
women what Black Panther did for people of colour — finally make our stories the star. Let’s not
underestimate the impact of female-centric films in a post-Weinstein Hollywood. According to
research carried out by the Geena Davis Institute, male characters received twice the amount
of screen time as female characters in 2015. This gender gap is even wider when a film has a
male lead, with male characters getting nearly three times more screen time than female
ones. In films with a female lead, male characters appear for about the same amount of time
as female ones. This means that even when women are in a leading role, male characters
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appear on screen just as much. Three years later, and with
at least six big female-centred films coming out, the data
is changing for the better.
Queer women don’t need to feel that the characters
portrayed in these films — Orthodox Jews, queens,
murderers, cabaret-dancing novelists — are realistic; that’s
not what we pay £23.50 (when you factor in snacks) at the
movies for. But there’s something about the dynamic of
female love on screen that, if handled well, transcends
character and plot and resonates realistically for anyone
who has ever been in a same-sex relationship. And what’s
great about this particular sapphic cinema moment is that
the richness of the stories told does away with lesbian
drama clichés (moody close-ups, tears, cats, sexy bath
times) and gives us diversity within diversity.
Although the lovers in The Favourite (out on New Year’s
Day) do have a bath together (hey, it’s a useful device and
this one involves mud and a queen of England, so all is
forgiven), it is the most brilliantly original of all the current
movies featuring lesbian relationships. I have never seen
anything like it — a sumptuous, vulgar, unapologetic romp
through the court of Queen Anne (played by Olivia
Colman) in the early 18th century, portraying her tempestuous love triangle with the Duchess of Marlborough
(Rachel Weisz) and ambitious servant Abigail (Emma
Stone). It’s so refreshing to do away with the normal
ambiguity around historic queer biopics, which allow the
more prosaic among us still to believe the women in
question may have been “just good friends”. The sex is
seen and spoken about in no uncertain terms, and even
I was shocked by the blatant way the queen (the queen!)
discusses her, ahem, enjoyment of young Abigail.
Out now, the most current and nuanced of the samesex love stories is Disobedience, set deep within north
London’s Orthodox Jewish community and starring Weisz
again (it’s probably just a phase), this time with Rachel
McAdams, who has been on my gaydar since True Detective. Interestingly, this is the only one of the big new queer
films set in the present day. I wonder if the lens of the past
gives film makers more freedom. Would a present-day
romcom about two women, where their sexuality was not
an issue, be a harder sell? I put this question to Daisy
Allsop, whose film Tell It to the Bees, which made its
debut at the Toronto film festival, is set in 1950s Britain
and is about a female doctor’s relationship with her young
patient’s mother. “Yes, absolutely — it’s the forbiddenlove element that means lesbian stories are more likely to
be told through a historical lens,” she says. “Drama is
conflict. The romcom genre opens up all sorts of potential
conflict that can have nothing to do with homophobia,

so a large percentage of romcoms being about same-sex
relationships is the long-overdue next step — along with
lesbian characters in thrillers and horrors, where their
sexuality is incidental and not driving the story.”
That’s another lesbian cliché we could do without in
movies — the lascivious sapphic serial killer. Although
we’ve moved on from the ill-fated James Corden film
Lesbian Vampire Killers to the more subtle and sophisticated Killing Eve, the association of a “bad woman” who
desires the same sex is not something I thought I needed
more of. But that was before I saw Lizzie, a film (released
last week) co-produced by and starring Chloë Sevigny —
an icon of queer cinema — based on the true story of Lizzie
Borden, who in the 1890s was accused of killing her
abusive father. It’s thought she enlisted the help of her
maid/lover Bridget, played by Kristen Stewart, who was
Sevigny’s first choice for the role — I mean, who else would
you want to romp in a barn with and have by your side
during a naked axe murder?
It also feels new to see a butch/femme relationship
explored on the big screen as we do in Colette, the biopic of
a boundary-breaking queer writer in 1920s Paris, which
stars Keira Knightley and is out in January. Her relationship with Missy (Denise Gough), who towards the end of
the film identifies as “he”, is beautifully told. In September,
The Miseducation of Cameron Post, set in 1990s America,
saw Chloë Grace Moretz and Sacha Lane star in a tale
about teens escaping a Christian gay-conversion camp and
coming to terms with their true selves. It’s the kind of movie
I wish I’d had access to as a teenager. Real 1990s lesbian
cinema featured a lot of crying and plaid shirts.
Allsop hopes the time is coming when we can just tell
love stories, without them being labelled “lesbian”: “When
I was first working on getting Tell It to the Bees financed,
there was certainly an element of ‘Well, we’ve already got
our lesbian film for this year’, or ‘There’s already been
Carol’. But that was a few years ago. It seems there’s been a
tangible shift, which is just the start. We’ve got a way to go
to get close to filmic love stories being representative of
real-life love stories, so hopefully it won’t plateau.”
Fist-sucking, face-licking, bodice-ripping, naked axemurdering … if you are going to see these films to find out
how two women make love, you may leave even more
bamboozled. But while Blue Is the Warmest Colour was
set firmly between the sheets, each of these new movies
explores lesbian relationships outside the bedroom and
in diverse social contexts. I just hope the next step is for
Hollywood to welcome films about lesbianism where
neither history nor religion nor culture mean it’s still
portrayed as a love that dares not speak its name.
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